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List of Figures 
 

1. Heel bowl dating from c1650-1670. Not burnished; no internal bowl cross; all of the 
surviving rim is bottered and milled; stem bore 6/64”. (Area B/4; Context [2124], Lot 149) 
 

2. Spur bowl dating from c1660-1710. Average burnish; no internal bowl cross; no rim 
surviving; stem bore 7/64”. (Area B/5, Context [2076], Lot 91) 

 

3. Heel bowl dating from c1810-1860. Not burnished; no internal bowl cross; rim cut but 
not milled stem bore 4/64”. Leaf decorated seams.  (Area B/4, Context [2073], Lot 89) 

 

4. Joining bowl and stem fragment dating from c1810-1860. Not burnished; no internal 
bowl cross; no rim surviving; stem bore 5/64”. Moulded dots on the side of the heel; leaf-
decorated seams. (Area B/2, Context [2006], Lot 234) 

 



 

5. Spur bowl dating from c1800-1900. Not burnished; no internal bowl cross; no rim 
surviving; stem bore 4/64”. Three moulded dots on each side of the spur. (Area B/2, Context 
[2006]) 
 

6. Four joining bowl fragments dating from c1810-1850. Not burnished; no internal bowl 
cross; rim cut but not milled stem bore 4/64”; spur missing.  Decorated with ‘ribs’ on the lower 
part of the bowl and with enclosed leaves along both seams. (Area B/2, Context [2027], Lot 
93) 
 

7. Composite drawing of a mould decorated bowl dating from c1810-1840. Not 
burnished; no internal bowl cross; rim cut with moulded milling; stem bore 5/64”. Moulded 
flutes on the lower part of the bowl with panels above bearing Masonic motifs; leaf decorated 
seams.  All fragments appear to be from the same mould. (A total of four fragments – three 
from Area B/2, Context [2006], SF 234 and one from Area B/2, Context [2006] SF 225) 

 

8. Spur bowl dating from c1840-1870. Not burnished; no internal bowl cross; rim cut but 
not milled; stem bore 4/64”. Marked with a relief moulded ring and dot motif on the sides of 
the spur. Decorated with narrow flutes on the lower part of the bowl with a series of panels 
above, together with leaf-decorated seams. (Area A/2, Context [1035], Lot 133) 

 

9. Plain bowl fragment dating from c1850-1920+.  Not burnished; rim cut but not milled. 
Most likely to have been a spur bowl originally. (Area B/3, Context [2004], Lot 48) 

 

10. Plan drawing of a stem fragment dating from c1810-1850. Not burnished; stem bore 
5/64”.  Decorated with crudely moulded leaves along the seams. (Area A/2, Context [1035], 
Lot 133) 

 

Stem fragment dating from c1750-1850. Not burnished; stem bore 5/64”. Marked with a very 
fine "spiral" band less than 1mm wide.  It is unclear if this is deliberate of accidental and 
whether it occurred before or after firing. (Area B/5, Context [2114], Lot 115) 

 

12. Spur fragment dating from c1826-1904. Not burnished; no surviving rim; stem bore 
5/64”. Marked with the incuse moulded lettering COGHILL/GLASGOW along the sides of the 
stem.  The Coghills were a very successful family of pipemakers from Glasgow working from 
at c1826-1904.  The makers name appears on the smokers right although the more more 
usual position for it is on the smokers left. (Area A/1, Context [1012], Lot 111) 

 

13. Stem fragment in red clay dating from c1846-1955. Not burnished; stem bore 4/64”. 
Marked with the incuse moulded lettering W.WHIT(E)/(G)LASGOW along the sides of the 
stem.  A product of William White & Son, Glasgow who were working c1845-1955. (Area A/2, 
Context [1035], Lot 133) 

 

14. Stem fragment dating from c1750-1850. Not burnished; stem bore 5/64”. This 
fragment has a ground end and may well have been used as a piece of chalk to write graffiti. 
(Area B/2, Context [2028], Lot 94) 

 



15-18. Four vulcanite mouthpieces dating from c1850+ and most likely c1920-1950.  Nos. 15 
and 16 are of a type referred to as a ‘taper’and No. 17 is referred to as a ‘fantail’.  No. 18 is of 
an unidentified type although a gently curve such as this is often referred to as a ‘quarter 
bend’. (Area A/1, Context [1004], Lot 15) 

 

19. Vulcanite mouthpiece dating from c1930+. Marked with the lettering AERO in an oval 
on the smokers left and the lettering PROV.PAT and patent number 31128/30 on the 
smokers left.  The /30 denotes the year 1930. (Area A/1, Context [1004], Lot 15) 

 

Two vulcanite mouthpieces dating from c1850+ and most likely c1920-1950.  Both of a type 
known as a ‘saddle’.  No. 20 is round in section and may well have been used with a number 
of different briar pipe forms.  No. 21 is square in section and is most likely to have been used 
with one of two main briar pipe forms known as a ‘Bulldog’ or ‘Rhodesian’. (Area A/3, Context 
[1004], SF 190) 

 

Unidentified pipe clay object dating from 19th or early 20th century (Area B/4, Context [2073], 
SF 89).   
 

23. Two joining fragments of a briar pipe bowl dating from c1880+ and most likely c1920-
1950, of a type known as a "Billiard". (Area A/3, Context [1028], SF 352) 

 


